VoiceTXTR-sc™

Alerts others by 2-way radio and cell
phones in 10 seconds or less!

The Heart of the Safe-City Program

There are no contracts or monthly charges with VoiceTexter-sc!

VOICE TO TEXT

People in Peril.......
need help in a hurry! That’s why we developed a complete family of products to get
help quickly for people who may be targets for assault, robbery, or both. For those that
may have security or emergency response teams on the premises (churches, hospitals,
schools, etc.), we offer a product known as the HelpAlert-II to quickly alert others on or
near the premises. Additional information is available at info4u.us/HelpAlert-II.pdf.
Another product, known as The Accelerator is available as a supplement to speed up
the notification process associated with commercial alarm systems. Instead of a multiminute alerting and confirmation process, The Accelerator can send messages directly
over law enforcement radio networks in less than 10 seconds! Additional information is
available at info4u.us/Accelerator.pdf.
The key to the success of both the HelpAlert and the Accelerator is based on technology
that provides help in a hurry when needed. HelpAlert is activated by a personal call
button (both desk and body worn models are available). The Accelerator is activated by
whatever sensor input is associated with a commercial alarm system. Both devices
transmit the emergency call request by VHF or UHF wireless radio used on the
premises, by local law enforcement or both.
The VoiceTXTR-SC provides two additional functions. The first is to covert the distress
calls transmitted by VHF or UHF radio and convert those message to text messages
that can automatically be sent to cell phones associated with the security of premises.
This may involve supervisory law enforcement officials, management, or others involved
with the safety of the premises. Optionally, the VoiceTXTR-SC can extend the call for
assistance out to users of 700/800 MHz regional trunked radio systems.

Call anytime – 800.489.2611 or Email ServingU@The-Communicators.us

An Introduction to The VoiceTXTR-SC™
To say that the VoiceTXTR-SC™ has evolved would be just a bit
of an understatement. To help you better understand what this
remarkable product can do you, we have prepared a brief
overview of what the VoiceTXTR-SC can do for YOU!
VoiceTXTR was originally designed for single location use (Churches,
Courtrooms, Industrial Plants, Municipal Offices, & Schools). Over time, a need
for community wide service evolved. Our new VoiceTXTR-SC models are
designed for wide area coverage by sharing the use of a single wide area
device that can serve whole town, city, or even an entire county!
The cost of the basic VoiceTXTR-SC is $3,898 including programming of cell
phone call groups, installation and training. There are no monthly charges or
long term contracts. The VoiceTXTR-SC connects directly to any IP network
with no special skills required. Changes in call lists can be done by the owner,
or a contract or a per-event basis by the equipment provider at nominal cost.
There are no technical limits on the number of phone numbers that can be
programmed into the VoiceTXTR-SC as long as there are no more than 25
users in an individual call group (free with Google as a primary and Yahoo as a
backup). Larger call groups are possible using commercial services such as
Constant Contact (See constantcontact.com for additional information).
If you have a VHF or UHF commercial 2-way radio system, such as those used
in churches schools and commercial enterprise; and your local law enforcement
agency also operates on VHF or UHF, and there is an agreement to allow
approved users to send emergency messages; your only cost (as a user) would
be the cost of your emergency call buttons (See info4u.us/HelpAlert-II.pdf for
additional information).
If you are a County or Municipal administrator, or a Community minded
corporate sponsor of charitable causes; you might consider payment for the
VoiceTXTR-SC system ($3,898). See info4u.us/help4all.pdf for more
information. .If you are a Church or School administrator, involved in Bank or
Credit Union management, a Chamber of Commerce or Civic organization
leader, you might consider purchasing the VoiceTXTR-SC for your community.
In some areas, law enforcement agencies use a high tech radio system
generically known as digital trunking which generally operates in the 700/800
MHz band. We offer an upgrade for the VoiceTXTR-SC to provide compatibility
with VHF or UHF HelpAlert devices. This adds $2,000 to the cost of a standard
VoiceTXTR-SC. Give us a call at 205.854.2611 for additional information.
Thanks, we look forward to serving you!

